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Abstract. Software designs for use on interactive devices can be specified with
models. Model-based languages allow layout specifications of UIs on different
levels of abstraction. Specifications of dialogs can for instance be made with
statecharts. Languages that allow specifications based on statecharts need to be
adapted for use together with UI layout models. UI patterns can be applied to
user interface layout and behavior designs. Corresponding specifications based
on UI models can be created and changed with editors for use with platformspecific interpreters afterwards. The paper focusses the effects of UI pattern application on model-based specifications.
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Introduction

User interface (UI) models as platform-independent as well as dependent specifications of interactive software surfaces can be used for runtime interpretations based on
operations of model-driven engineering. According to the Cameleon Reference
Framework (1), these operations are context-dependent transformations that result in
final user interface models for platform-specific use. Beside structures, also UI behavior needs to be specified that refers dialog models (7) directly. UI patterns (8,9) can be
applied for specifying models that describe how parts of the UI are presented to the
user. As result, models can be created as well as changed just by applying patterns
(2). In the end, manipulated specifications can instantly be used by interpreters that
consider models at runtime. Users directly can see the effects under their platform.
However, UI patterns can reduce the effort for designing models. The following sections focus on models for user interface layout and behavior together with UI pattern
application. A survey example gives an overview on how to apply the proposed approach. The effects of UI patterns at design- and run-time are shown on specifications
together with generated UI instances.
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Related work

Models for user interfaces can be specified on different levels of abstraction. Languages like UsiXML (5) and MARIA (6) allow abstract and concrete UI specifications. According to the Cameleon Reference Framework (1), task models, abstract-,
concrete-, and final-UI models can be transformed into each other. The transformation
types are abstractions (concrete to abstract models), reifications (abstract to concrete
models), and translations (models into other contexts). However, the framework allows generating UIs depending on various contexts of use, which are specifications of
users, platforms, and environments.
Behavior of software can be specified with statecharts (3). Languages like SCXML
(4) and XMI (10) allow specifications that consider states, what could be settings of
UIs, and transitions, what could be UI events triggered by users. Regarding the
Cameleon Reference Framework, statechart specifications also need to be considered
on different levels of abstraction. This results in platform-specific abstractions and
reifications of events. Statecharts explicitly do not consider the creation of objects.
Following this, mentioned languages need to be extended by specific transitions for
creating UIs at runtime (7).
Considering dialogs, designers for instance are interested in specifying how users
can navigate within the UI. Tidwell (8) and van Welie (9) identified UI patterns for
navigation. Some of them are stepwise, hub-and-spoke, pyramid, fully-connected, and
multi-level. UI dialogs that are specified with statecharts can be manipulated with
transitions and states depending on certain patterns. These automatically can be added
to and removed from the statechart.

Fig. 1. Visualization of navigation structures for the UI patterns
a) hub-and-spoke, b) stepwise, and c) pyramid

Fig. 1 shows a visualization of some UI patterns for navigation. Ellipses represent
user interfaces that can be displayed at runtime. Lines between them represent paths
that users can navigate through. Of course, lines also can be directed, but it depends
on the context of UI pattern application. However, lines are related to transitions of
corresponding dialog specifications.
UI layouts also can be manipulated depending on patterns. For instance, interactors
for navigation automatically can be added to specifications. However, design patterns
(2) in general are proven solutions for common design problems. Also UI patterns
help in finding solutions for UI design problems, what can be related to layout- and
dialog-structures, respectively.
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UI patterns for dialog modeling

Patterns for user interfaces help not only to find well established solutions for recurring UI design problems but also to manipulate existing solutions for implementing changed requirements. For instance, UI patterns for navigation could be used for
generating dialog specifications. According to this, changing applied patterns would
result in adapting generated specifications. However, UI pattern applications consider
needs not only of designers but also of users. For instance, UI patterns for layout can
make UIs clearer and more usable in the end.
The following example gives an overview on how to apply UI patterns for dialog
specifications of interactive software systems. The example is a survey on using vehicles in everyday life. Participants are asked about personal information (e.g. gender,
age) and their preferred vehicles for going to school or to work (e.g. bicycle, car,
bus/train). For this reason, an interactive form is prepared that can be used as questionnaire of the survey application. Participants are guided through the questionnaire
and can answer questions step by step. Layout and dialog specifications are needed
for interactive forms that can be generated on various devices afterwards.

Fig. 2. Layout specification in UsiXML together with some generated UIs

Fig. 2 shows the first part of the layout specification of questionnaires as interactive forms. These are specified as concrete UI model in UsiXML. Beside the specification are some generated user interfaces. It is assumed that tool support is available
that allows designing forms in UsiXML. After designing UI layouts, designers can
apply UI patterns for navigation. For example, applying the UI pattern hub-and-spoke
would result in generating a distinct UI that is some kind of overview. This overview
holds links to the generated UIs. Additionally, all specified UIs would also be added
with links for navigating to the overview UI. However, another example would be to
apply the UI pattern stepwise instead of hub-and-spoke. The following figure shows
instances of the applied pattern.

Fig. 3. Layout/dialog specifications in UsiXML/SCXML together with some generated UIs

Fig. 3 shows the first part of the layout specification of Fig. 2 after applying the UI
pattern stepwise. A button next0 is added for navigating to the next UI. Additionally, the dialog specification is generated that is based on SCXML. Added buttons allow navigating between the questionnaire forms. Transitions consider events triggered
by added buttons. Participants interactively can go through the questionnaire forms by
using the Back and Next buttons. However, changing the navigation structure can be
made by applying other patterns.
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Summary and outlook

User interface patterns can be used for designing specifications based on UI models for layout and behavior. The example of a survey on vehicle usage showed how to
apply patterns for generating dialogs. Pattern application generates transitions within
statechart specifications that are used as dialog of the user interface. Also the UI layout can be manipulated according to the related pattern. The proposed approach uses
the model-based languages UsiXML, which can be used for layout specifications of
UIs, and SCXML, which can be used for statechart-based specifications. The example
showed how to apply the UI pattern stepwise within specifications based on the approach.
Future work need to be done on giving tool support for UI pattern application. For
instance, designers can create forms with a common UI designer tool and apply different patterns just by selecting them from a list. Specifications are generated and
manipulated accordingly and can instantly be used with platform-specific interpreters
on user-related devices. However, model-based languages benefit generating UIs
depending on a specific context, what is a goal of corresponding applications.
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